ABSTRACT To investigate whether an open-to-closed transition before the chemical step and induced-fit mechanism exist in DNA polymerase m (pol m), we analyze a series of molecular-dynamics simulations with and without the incoming nucleotide in various forms, including mutant systems, based on pol m's crystal ternary structure. Our simulations capture no significant large-scale motion in either the DNA or the protein domains of pol m. 
INTRODUCTION
To maintain the integrity of genetic information, DNA polymerases play an important role in DNA replication, damage repair, recombination, and somatic hypermutation (1, 2) . Although DNA polymerases share a similar structure with palm, thumb, and finger subdomains (3), their functions vary considerably. X-family DNA polymerases, including polymerase m (pol m), polymerase b (pol b), polymerase l (pol l), polymerase X (pol X), and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Tdt) (4), participate mainly in DNA repair rather than replication (5) . The repair function of DNA polymerases is crucial. Numerous diseases, including various cancers and neurological conditions, are associated with DNA polymerase errors that are not accurately repaired (6, 7) .
Pol m and two other X-family members-Tdt and pol lare associated with nonhomologous DNA end joining (NHEJ) of double-strand breaks in DNA (8) (9) (10) (11) . Thus, repair can proceed even without the guidance of a homologous sequence. In addition to DNA repair, NHEJ is also responsible for the V(D)J recombination (9, 11) , which functions to assemble the antigen receptor gene segments required for adaptive immune responses (12) .
Experimental data show that pol m has unusual primertemplate specificity. Like pol b and pol l, pol m can conduct DNA synthesis in a template-dependent manner (Table 1 , a and b) (13) , with comparable insertion accuracy (fidelity) (14, 15) . Pol m also shares with Tdt the ability to catalyze template-independent synthesis (Table 1 d) (16) . However, pol m is only efficient when adding specific types of nucleotides (e.g., 2
0 -deoxythymidine 5 0 -triphosphate (dTTP)), and performs nucleotide insertion more efficiently in the presence of a template strand (14, 17) . In addition, a unique property of pol m is that it can direct template-based DNA synthesis if there is at least one homologous basepair upstream from the template base, without requiring that all upstream primer bases be paired (Table 1 c) (9, 13) . This substrate flexibility may signal a special role in the NHEJ process, namely, to promote accurate immunoglobulin k light-chain recombination (11) .
Kinetic, structural, and computational studies of several DNA polymerases (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) , including pol X (18), pol b (19, (27) (28) (29) , and pol l (21, 30) in the X family, have shown a common nucleotide insertion pathway characterized by transitions between open and closed forms. After DNA binding occurs, the DNA polymerase forms an open binary complex. Upon incorporation of the incoming nucleotide, the complex undergoes conformational changes to rearrange the catalytic groups and forms a closed ternary complex. The nucleotidyl transfer chemical reaction then occurs to extend the primer strand as a closed ternary product, followed by a reopening of product to the binary form, allowing another cycle to begin.
However, variations in the pathway to regulate the transition exist. For example, pol b and pol X show a large-scale protein motion in the thumb subdomain before chemistry (see Fig. S1 a in the Supporting Material) (18, 19) ; this motion is absent in pol l. Instead, a shift of the DNA template ( Fig. S1 b) is indicated by both crystal complexes (30) and simulations (21) . Differences in key residues involved in the conformational change are also observed across different polymerases.
In 2007, the Kunkel group crystallized pol m in a ternary closed complex (PDB entry 2IHM) (32) ). Experiments as well as structural analyses indicate that Loop 1 in pol m interacts with the template DNA (32, 33) . The specific amino-acid sequence of Loop 1 in pol m has been suggested to be crucial for the enzyme's ability to conduct both template-dependent and template-independent synthesis (33, 34) . In addition, a fidelity controlling function of Loop 1 may exist in pol m, as suggested by a similar function of Loop 1 in pol l (35). However, Loop 1 is invisible in the electron density map of the pol m complex, suggesting that it is disordered. Furthermore, because a binary open complex structure of pol m is not yet available, the specific transition pathway between the binary and ternary state for pol m is unknown.
All-atom dynamics simulations can help unravel polymerase mechanisms by linking structures to generate pathways, which in turn can be related to function. Insights into geometry and structural specificity could also help elucidate the specific functional features of pol m, such as catalyzing both template-dependent and template-independent DNA synthesis. However, simulations are challenged by the large computational requirements, approximations in force fields, and limited sampling (36) . Yet, modeling need not be perfect to be meaningful, as demonstrated by many successes to date (37) .
In this work, we seek to answer the following two questions: what is the nature of the conformational changes . (b) Starting loop conformations. Structure I (dark), from regular MD, used in simulations I, II, and VII-XVII; structure II (light), from 299 K REMD replica, used in simulations III and IV; structure III (medium), from 301 K REMD, used in simulations V and VI. Residues 360-420 of each structure are shown; other protein residues are drawn with a smaller bond radius. (c) Shifted-DNA model. DNA in the shifted-DNA model (dark) was taken from pol l's binary structure, superimposed with DNA in pol m's ternary structure (light). The protein is also shown as green. involved in pol m before chemistry, and how are they related to those that occur in other polymerases? To treat the possible flexibility of Loop 1, we used replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) (38) (Table 3) were not observed for the other polymerases (18, 19, 21 cooperates with Gln 440 to stabilize the position of both the DNA template and the incoming nucleotide, and therefore may help to prevent frameshift insertion errors. Overall, our modeling studies suggest a lack of significant DNA or protein motion in pol m, but point to subtle side-chain rearrangements unique to pol m.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Initial model
The pol m initial model was prepared based on the murine crystal pol m ternary (PDB entry 2IHM) complex. . The system was solvated with explicit TIP3 water model in a water box with the use of the VMD program (39) . The smallest image distance between the solute and the faces of the periodic cubic cell was 7 Å . In addition to the water molecules in the crystal structure, 13,625 water molecules were added via the VMD program. The total number of water molecules was 13,716. To obtain a neutral system at an ionic strength of 150 mM, 46 Na þ and 28 Cl À ions were added to the system. All of the Na þ and Cl À ions were placed at least 8 Å away from both the protein and DNA atoms and from each other. The initial model contained 47,612 atoms, 91 crystallographically resolved water molecules from the ternary complex, 13,625 bulk water molecules, two Mg 2þ ions, incoming nucleotide dTTP, and 46 Na þ and 28 Cl À counterions.
Based on this initial model, we also prepared three mutant models, a shifted-DNA model, and an open-thumb model. These models are discussed in more detail below.
Minimization and equilibration
Initial energy minimizations and equilibration simulations were performed using the CHARMM program (version c35b2) (40) with the CHARMM allatom force field including the cross-term energy correction map (CMAP) specification for proteins (41) (42) (43) . The system was minimized with fixed positions for all heavy atoms of protein or nucleotides, using steepest descent (SD) for 10,000 steps followed by the adopted basis Newton-Raph- ) were released. Another cycle of minimization was performed for 10,000 steps using SD followed by 20,000 steps of ABNR. The equilibration process was started with a 100 ps simulation at 300 K using single-time step Langevin dynamics, while keeping all the heavy atoms of protein or nucleotides fixed. The SHAKE algorithm (44) was employed to constrain the bonds involving hydrogen atoms. This was followed by unconstrained minimization consisting of 10,000 steps of SD and 20,000 steps of ABNR.
Modeling the loops
Missing-loop construction and subsequent production dynamics were performed using the program NAMD (37) ) to relax the added loops and the water around our complex, were fixed. The system was equilibrated for 1 ns at constant pressure and temperature. Pressure was maintained at 1 atm using the Langevin piston method (45) with a piston period of 100 fs, a damping time constant of 50 fs, and a piston temperature of 300 K. The temperature was maintained at 300 K using weakly coupled Langevin dynamics of nonhydrogen atoms with a damping coefficient of 10 ps
À1
. Bonds to all hydrogen atoms were kept rigid using SHAKE, permitting a time step of 2 fs. The system was simulated in periodic boundary conditions with full electrostatics computed using the particle mesh Ewald method (46) with grid spacing on the order of %1 Å . Short-range nonbonded terms were evaluated at every step using a 12 Å cutoff for van der Waals interactions and a smooth switching function. The final dimensions of the system were 78.95 Å Â 74.61 Å Â 79.91 Å .
Two different procedures were then followed for further equilibration of the loops. Regular MD (simulation 0) was performed at a constant temperature and volume for 4 ns, using the same constraints as above. Independently, REMD (38) simulations (see Supporting Material) were performed on a duplicate sample frame. REMD was performed under a temperature range of 270-380 K with 64 replicas. The time interval between two exchanges was set to 2 ps. All other conditions were the same as in the regular MD (simulation 0). The REMD simulation totaled 4.2 ns per replica (cumulative time of 268.8 ns).
The REMD simulations were run on the Dell computer cluster at New York University. Table 2 summarizes all of the production simulations performed. The last frame from regular MD utilized in loop modeling (simulation 0) was used as one starting structure (starting structure I; Fig. 1 b) . From the loop modeling REMD simulations, the two last frames corresponding to replicas with the final temperature of 299 K and 301 K were utilized as two other starting structures (starting structures II and III; Fig. 1 b) . For each of the three starting geometries, two simulations were performed. In one set, the original complex was left unchanged (simulations I, III, and V). In the other set, the incoming dTTP as well as two active-site Mg 2þ ions were removed (simulations II, IV, and VI), in an attempt to trigger an open form of pol m. Simulations VII and VIII correspond to simulations I and II, except that a damping coefficient of 15 ps À1 in Langevin dynamics, instead of 10 ps À1 , was utilized to enhance sampling; similarly, simulations IX and X explored a variant CHARMM force-field version.
Production dynamics
To examine the roles of several arginines of pol m, we prepared three mutant models based on starting structure I. Arg 444 , Arg
447
, and Arg 448 were mutated to alanine in simulations XI, XII, and XIII, respectively. In all mutant simulations, the dTTP and Mg 2þ moieties were retained as described above. Because a binary crystal structure of pol m is not available, we prepared two models to mimic the open form of pol l or pol b. In simulation XIV, the primer-template DNA in the pol m complex was replaced with the DNA in the crystal binary structure of pol l to mimic the possible binary structure of pol m characterized by DNA sliding (shifted-DNA model; Fig. 1 c) . The protein conformation was as in simulation I. In simulation XV, we shifted the thumb region (Pro Fig. 1 d) . The distance for each residue to shift was determined by the positional difference of its corresponding residue's Ca atom in pol b's crystal ternary and binary structure. All other regions of the protein and DNA atoms were held as in starting structure I. In both simulations XIV and XV, the incoming dTTP and two Mg 2þ were removed. In all of these trajectories, all heavy atoms were free to move. Each simulation was run for at least 40 ns. Regular MD simulations using the NAMD package were run on the IBM Blue Gene/L at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wild-type pol m systems
Global motion
No substantial protein subdomain motions. During all of our wild-type simulations, no large-scale protein motions were captured as in pol b or pol X (Fig. 2 a) , where a large opento-closed transition was observed (18, 19) . Note that in simulation XV, where we shifted the thumb to an open-like configuration, the thumb reverted to the closed form (Fig. 2 c) . This suggests that an open form of protein is not favored in pol m.
Loop 1 (His 366 -Arg 389 ) appeared to be quite flexible in all of the simulations. However, we observed that the conformation of Loop 1 did not significantly depend on the position of dTTP/Mg 2þ (Fig. S2) . The flexibility we observed is consistent with the absence of Loop 1 in the electron density map.
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No substantial DNA motion. Without dTTP/Mg 2þ , the DNA template did not shift as much as observed in pol l (21), and the template base A5 at the gap pairing with dTTP did not move significantly (Fig. 2 a and Fig. S2) . In simulation XIII, where we shifted the DNA to a binarylike position, both the DNA template strand and the A5 base shifted back toward the ternary position (Fig. 2 b) , even though dTTP and Mg 2þ were absent. This suggests that the DNA in the pol m complex tends to stay in the ternary position, and that the DNA sliding motion noted for pol l may not exist in pol m.
Binding free energies further support the lack of DNA sliding motion in pol m. Using the molecular-mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area approach (47-49) (see Supporting Material), we computed the binding free energies between pol m and the DNA, and compared them with corresponding values in the pol l system (50) ( Table S1 ). The lower binding free energy between pol m and the DNA bỹ 55 kcal/mol compared to that between pol l and the DNA suggests that pol m binds the DNA more tightly than pol l. Hence, the DNA is less likely to shift. We also performed a principle components analysis to better analyze pol m's lack of global motion (Fig. S3) . Our simulations, in a time frame more than six times the length of the previous work on related polymerases (18, 19, 21, 31) To better compare our results with previous findings on other polymerases obtained with the non-CMAP version of the CHARMM force field, we performed simulations of pol m with the CHARMM force field without the CMAP specification (simulations IX and X). No substantial difference was observed (Fig. S2 b) . Our previous studies on pol l also revealed no significant difference between these different versions of CHARMM force fields (M. Foley and T. Schlick, unpublished The structure of the active site is highly conserved among DNA polymerases (3). Two metal ions (usually Mg 2þ ) are coordinated with a few acidic residues (51, 52) . In family X, three aspartates bind the ions at the active site. The geometry of the active site shown in Fig. 3 a is similar to geometries in other X-family polymerases (Table S2) (18, 19, 21) . By the end of the simulation, the geometry around Mg 2þ had not significantly deviated from the crystal structure, except that (Fig. 3 e) and Glu 443 in simulation II; blue, A5 and T17 in DNA). Dashed lines indicate the distances used in cluster analysis (Fig. 3 f) . His 329 was previously reported to be crucial for pol m's catalytic activity when the substrate is single-stranded DNA (32) . Our simulations suggest that His 329 may also contribute to the function of pol m when the substrate is double-stranded DNA. Fig. 3 b compares from Nd to N3 (Fig. S4 a) and performed simulations (simulations XVI and XVII). The new active-site conformation is shown in Fig. S4 b. Our results illustrate that the changed state of His 329 still triggers hydrogen-bond formation with the incoming dTTP. The motions of Asp 330 also remain the same.
The time evolution of key dihedral angles of His 329 and Asp 330 in simulations I-VIII is presented in Fig. S5 . Interestingly, in simulation VII (with a larger damping coefficient for sampling), although the dTTP/Mg 2þ is present at the active site, His 329 flips through an intermediate conformation, whereas Asp 330 remains in its original conformation to coordinate with Mg 2þ (Fig. S6) . The intermediate conformation of His 329 is also observed in simulation III, and in simulation XVI (Fig. S4 b) after the change in the protonation state of His
329
. This rearrangement suggests an inherent flexibility in the active site of pol m. The conserved Tyr-Phe motif in pol b and pol l, and HisPhe in pol X participate in the binding of the incoming nucleotide to correctly position the primer terminus (30) . In simulations of other X-family polymerases, a flip of the phenylalanine is associated with the protein or DNA motion (18, 19, 21) , whereas the neighboring tyrosine or histidine directly contacts the bases of the DNA. (Fig. 3  c) . Experiments in pol b indicate that Asp 276 weakens the binding affinity with the incoming nucleotide (26, 54) , whereas Asn 279 hydrogen-bonds with dTTP to affect catalytic ability (55) . In our simulations, we captured a similar interaction between Glu 443 and dTTP through a water molecule (Fig. 3 d) . This suggests that Glu 443 in pol m may also be related to pol m's catalytic ability. Fig. 3 In pol b, pol l, and pol X, similar incoming nucleotidebinding pockets exist, but the side of Gly 435 -Trp 436 (closer to the upstream primer strand) shifts and flips to accommodate dTTP (Fig. 3 d) We designed mutant simulations XI (R444A), XII (R447A), and XIII (R448A) to investigate the importance of these residues in pol m. Arg 444 and Arg 447 are analogous to Arg 514 and Arg 517 in pol l, which trigger both the DNA motion and the thumb loop motion (21) , and Arg 517 also controls fidelity (56) . In pol b, pol m's Arg 447 's analog Arg 283 is also important for fidelity (57) (58) (59) . Arg 448 is not conserved in pol b or pol l, where an alanine occupies the corresponding location. Our goal here was to determine how these arginines (Arg 444 , Arg 447 , and Arg 448 ) contribute to the function of pol m.
We first investigated the interactions between the three arginines and the DNA template, as shown in Fig. 2 e. Arg 444 and Arg 447 interact with the DNA template through a series of hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions, in similarity to a mechanism in pol l, and Arg 448 interacts with the DNA template through electrostatic interactions. In simulations XI and XII, we observe that the DNA template shifts away from the ternary position for~6 Å , and the A5 base also shifts away for~3 Å (Fig. 2 d) , in a manner comparable to the previously observed shift in pol l (21) between binary and ternary crystal structures. This may suggest the importance of Arg also supported by the stronger interaction energy between the thumb and DNA template in the wild-type simulation (I) than in the mutant simulations (XI and XII), as shown in Fig. S8 .
In (24, 56) . In simulation XIII (R448A), the dTTP moves closer to base A6. We compare the distances of dTTP-A5 and dTTP-A6 in simulations I and XIII in Fig. S9 . In Fig. 2 f, we show that dTTP tends to pair with A6 instead of the correct base, A5. We observe that this frameshift occurs in three steps. First, the decreased steric hindrance between Ala 448 and the DNA template triggers several bases in the DNA template, including A5 and A6, to shift toward the downstream side. Second, because the shifted A5 is closer to Gln 440 , Gln 440 is attracted by A5 and flips to hydrogenbond to it, thereby deforming the nucleotide-binding pocket. Third, dTTP shifts and rotates toward the upstream side to pair with A6. Overall, the DNA template shifts toward the downstream side, whereas the dTTP shifts toward the upstream side, leading to an incorrect frameshift basepairing. Thus, we suggest that Arg 448 with the help of Gln 440 in pol m is important for maintaining the positions of both the DNA template and the incoming nucleotide, particularly to prevent insertion frameshift errors in DNA synthesis. Insertion errors in pol m were also observed during the template-dependent synthesis with a nonpaired primer in vitro (9) . Thus, we suggest the possibility that Gln 440 and Arg 448 also participate in nonpaired primer DNA synthesis, a unique function of pol m.
In simulations XII and XIII (R447A and R448A), the final thumb loop-Loop 1 distance is unusually large (i.e., 34.7 Å and 29.4 Å ; Fig. 2 d and Fig. S10) . Such an open Loop 1 conformation may hamper the various interactions between Loop 1 and the DNA (9, 33) , thereby interfering with the chemical reaction. Because Arg 444 , Arg 447 , and Arg 448 are also conserved in Tdt, which only catalyzes with singlestranded DNA with no template strands, these residues may also be important for interactions with other portions of the DNA or protein.
CONCLUSIONS
Our MD simulations of pol m with and without the incoming nucleotide and catalytic ions (Mg 2þ ) in various forms, including mutant systems, probed the transition of pol m upon binding of the correct nucleotide. The results suggest that, in contrast to several other X-family polymerases, the catalytic cycle of pol m may not include large-scale protein subdomain or DNA motion. Based on a comparison with other dynamics studies of DNA polymerases, including pol X (18), pol b (19), and pol l (21), we conclude that the length of our pol m simulations is not likely a major factor that can explain the different observations. This raises the possibility that an induced-fit mechanism characterized by an open-to-closed transition before chemistry may not exist in pol m. Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that other transitions could occur on longer timescales.
Subtle motions of key residues were captured, suggesting several active-site rearrangements upon dTTP binding. Rearrangements of His 329 and Asp 330 are important for the active-site assembly of pol m. The dTTP accommodation characterized by the flip of Glu 443 and Gln 440 was also captured.
Our mutant simulations for R444A, R447A, and R448A suggest that although Arg 444 and Arg 447 appear to stack with the DNA template in a mechanism similar to that of pol l, they trigger much less motion in other key residues. Arg 448 and Gln
440
, neither of which are conserved in pol b or pol l, are important for maintaining the correct basepairing of the incoming nucleotide in pol m, and therefore to prevent insertion frameshift errors. They may also participate in nonpairing primer DNA synthesis. Arg 447 and Arg 448 also affect the conformation of Loop 1 and thus may be important for maintaining the Loop 1-DNA interactions that are crucial for template-independent synthesis (33) . A natural extension of this work would be to determine whether these residues play important roles in templateindependent synthesis or controlling fidelity in pol m.
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